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By TRACY MCCLOSKEY

The College of Engineering's Outstanding Teacher Award was
given to Professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, Stuart McComas during the Col-
lege's Annual Honor Award Ceremony on April 17.

When asked what makes his teaching extraordinary, McComas, who has been at the University since 1963, laughed and said, "I
have no idea," adding that there are
many outstanding teachers in the
engineering program.

The chairman of the award's selection committee, Professor Robert Howland, said many ballots
mentioned McComas' accessibility to students, the assistance he gave to undergraduate students and his
activities as a faculty advisor.

McComas' work with the Engineering Student Center was
also appreciated by the students, Howland said.

The eighth recipient of the Outstanding Teacher Award, Mc-
Comas was selected through a
ballot of engineering students.

Every undergraduate student
received a ballot and was asked to
nominate the professor of their
choice. Their written comments
had to contain substantial evidence as
to why their nominee deserved the award, Howland said.

The selection committee, made up of Howland, previous
Outstanding Teacher Award win-
ners, Vincent Aka and Walter Gajda, and three other engineering students, Michelle Hubbard, Richard Prosen and Cheryl Sidow,
reviewed the ballots and selected a
woman, said Howland.

McComas, a specialist in thermal
science and heat transfer, said he is
continuing "a very warm" reception to
Hurley's visit. "There was pleasure
in seeing his remarkable improve-
ment," he said.

Hurley will return to his home
town, Dover, Massachusetts today.

 emphasized his French and Spanish
skills, said Hurley. "He says his French
and Spanish are good, but his
Spanish isn't as good as his French.

Hurley said there was "definitely
a lot of enthusiasm" about his visit
and he "really thanked them," saying
"Kevin's in heaven, he's going to
endure. He says Kevin's spirits are high, but you have
to realize how demanding emo-
tionally this is," said Healy.

"He's come a long way, but he's
got a long way to go and Kevin's the first at adm it this," he said.

Citing the importance of "letter and spirit," he added, "this
is where the letters come in.

"It's been great getting all the let-
ters," said Hurley.

T-shirt sales hurt by Irish loss in NCAA's

By PEGGY PROSSER

Despite the fact that the Domers
never made the December 1986 selection of Notre Dame, students still believe that the
memory of the 1985-86 Irish basketball team lives on.

"Domers Do Dallas" t-shirts are
still being sold as mementos of the
team's attempted efforts to make it
to Dallas for the Final Four, said
John Gibbs, the idea's founder.

"I was dodging one day in my
000 in the
venture, and none has made any profit, said Gibbs.

"We've broken even - almost," Gibbs said, confessing that any
profit the group might have turned
would be "a very small percentage of profits," he said.

A bandana designed to raise money for the memory of the Irish basketball team
was sold for $2.00 to benefit the Irish basketball team's

McComas received the Environ-
mental Protection Agency's
see AWARD page 4

An Tostal
Warm weather helped students enjoy last weekend's An Tostal festivities. Included in the activities were matinee races, pie eating contests and the mud pits.
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Music videos can denaturalize college students to violence, according to a survey conducted by a West Texas State University researcher. The study of 700 students found that after viewing music videos for a while, they were able to perceive increasing levels of violence in the video. Students also tend to excuse violence in videos by perpetrators they like. - The Observer

Cults recruit 10,000 college students a year, according to John Crawford, an Arizona State University professor and authority on cults. The typical new recruit is between 18 and 24 years old, more intelligent than the average person and has usually experienced a recent personal problem. - The Observer

Star Wars research threatens academic research, and could turn the U.S. into a second-rate technological power, according to Don Reeder, a University of Wisconsin physicist whose paper, based on results presented in Madison last week, says that only 28 cents of every federal research dollar now funds civilian research (down from 50 cents in 1960), while 72 cents is devoted to military research. "Other technological countries can and will be passing us by," he says. - The Observer

Five RAs were fired by the University of Arizona for spray-painting graffiti in a study room that was scheduled to be repainted the following day. The five RAs and two other students have been arrested to live at set foot in any U.S. residence hall. The act was not premeditated, according to one RA. "We just wanted to have a little fun with the walls." - The Observer
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The party is over as this weekend's sunny weather comes to an end. Rain and thunderstorms are expected today. - AP

Thanks to you... it works... for ALL OF US

A L L X I A N B R O T H E R S
A Religious Community of Men in the...

H E A L T H C A R E M I N I S T R Y
Committed to Christ...

United Way

A Religious Community of Men in the...
No boo for Lou

Lou Holtz received a warm welcome in his first Notre Dame pep rally last Friday. The rally was for the 56th Annual Blue-Gold game on Saturday.

China leads in economic growth

Washington — Economic growth in China, in marked contrast to conditions in other communist nations, has exceeded the expectations of its leaders, the International Monetary Fund said yesterday.

In its semi-annual "World Economic Outlook," the IMF reported that Chinese production grew by 12 percent in 1985, more than four times the world average of 2.9 percent.

China's growth is expected to slow this year, however, as the communist government holds down incomes and imports, the study said.

The IMF, in a wide-ranging assessment of world economic conditions, also said that in general terms, rich nations are growing richer and poor countries are becoming poorer.

"The industrial countries appear now to have entered a period of slower growth and better balanced growth," the fund's outlook said.

The IMF said it sees the conditions in wealthier nations as being influenced this year and next by higher taxes and lower government spending in the United States and Canada.

British tourist shot at holy site; scaring visitors possible motive

Jerusalem — A 28-year-old British tourist was shot dead yesterday outside a Christian holy site in Jerusalem's Arab sector, and police said the attack may have been the act of terrorists.

Jerusalem police spokesman Rafi Levi told reporters the man was shot once in the back of the head with a small caliber pistol.

It was the third shooting of a tourist in six weeks in East Jerusalem and raised concern that attackers could be aiming their guns at travelers to frighten off visitors to Israel. The two earlier victims survived.

Police sources, who insisted on anonymity, said they were investigating whether the attack was meant as retaliation for Britain's allowing U.S. planes to take off from British soil two weeks ago to bomb Libya.

The victim carried papers indicating he was a British citizen, police said, declining to give his identity immediately. Israel Radio identified him as Paul Appleby of Bristol, England.

He was shot in an isolated alleyway just outside the gate of the Garden Tomb shrine, which is administered by a British-based foundation.

Protestants believe the hillock is where Jesus was crucified and buried. Catholics, Greek Orthodox and most other Christian groups believe the Church of the Holy Sepulchre inside the Old City is the site of the crucifixion and burial.

The Garden Tomb shrine borders on the Old City, which was crowded yesterday with those observing the eight-day Jewish Passover commemorating the biblical Israelis' escape from Egyptian bondage.

The Rev. William White of Dorset, England, a chaplain at the site, said a woman heard a shot ring out around 12:50 p.m. and he raced to call the police.

Military sources said last week they were trying to uncover four terrorist gangs operating out of Jerusalem's Old City and the occupied West Bank.

The sources said the gangs were responsible for recent attacks in and around Jerusalem, including the March 2 assassination of the Israeli-appointed mayor of Nabulus, Taha al-Musti.

An news of the shooting broke, Tourism Minister Avraham Sharir noted that recent attacks have reduced tourism to Israel by 40 percent since January.

The loss has cost the troubled Israeli economy $30 million in lost revenues, Sharir said, urging American Jewish leaders "not to surrender to terrorism and to come visit Israel now."

The Department of Communications and Theater at St Mary's presents a ND/SMC Theater production of

Attention Clubs and Halls

Due to LaFortune Renovations, the Treasurer's Office is closing early.

All check requests for 1985-86 funds MUST be received by

MONDAY, APRIL 28 at 4pm

in the Treasurer's Office
2nd floor LaFortune
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Senate struggles with 1987 budget

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Sen. Pete Domenici, chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, rejected a plan yesterday that conservative senators are drafting to bring a pending $1 trillion fiscal 1987 budget move in line with what President Reagan wants.

At the same time, Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, said time is running out on the president's tax overhaul initiative.

Packwood added that it is uncertain whether a majority of the panel will support his dramatic plan - no itemized deductions and a top personal rate of 25 percent - to revive the effort.

"Can I get a majority of my committee to go along? I don't know because it means cutting off some of the favorite loopholes that, frankly, some of the very, very rich in this country utilize," Packwood said on NBC's "Meet the Press." "The comments came as the Senate prepared to ease into its second full week of budget debate today. No votes were scheduled before tomorrow.

So far, the White House and the Senate have been at odds over a budget for the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1. Reagan's budget proposals, submitted to Congress in February, were turned down while a package drafted by a bipartisan majority on the Senate Budget Committee has been rejected by the administration.

The committee plan, which the Senate is considering, includes $18.7 billion tax increases and cuts the president's military spending request by $25 billion to meet a required $144 billion deficit target.

Domenici, R-N.M., also appearing on the NBC program, said there is only one way to avoid stalemate and automatic spending cuts under a balanced-budget plan adopted last year: "There will have to be major compromises between the president and the United States Congress.

Democratic leaders controlling the legislative agenda in the House have said they will wait to move until after the Senate completes action.

The Republican leadership in the Senate is not pushing any specific changes in the budget pending in that chamber.

Shirts
continued from page 1

The group had competition from an organization calling themselves, "Students for Logan Center." From this group came the "Hoop Hysteria" t-shirts, sold as a benefit for a Logan Center resident.

The group sold their shirts throughout the basketball season, and as the record of the team rose, sales of the t-shirts rose.

Gibbs said the success of these t-shirts was competition for them, but there was no real problem, as the design of the two shirts was so different.

He did, however, admit, "Well, yeah, some people had already bought a 'Destination Dallas' shirt," referring to the message on the back of the 'Hoop Hysteria' shirt.

If the shirts don't sell out to Notre Dame students, they will be sold for a low price to elementary school students, or "as jokes, such as car wash rags," said Gibbs.

The group is still selling their "Domers Do Dallas" shirts, and those wishing to purchase one may contact any of the students involved with the project.

The group has since designed an organization calling themselves, "Students for Logan Center." From this group came the "Hoop Hysteria" t-shirts, sold as a benefit for a Logan Center resident.

The group sold their shirts throughout the basketball season, and as the record of the team rose, sales of the t-shirts rose.

Gibbs said the success of these t-shirts was competition for them, but there was no real problem, as the design of the two shirts was so different.

He did, however, admit, "Well, yeah, some people had already bought a 'Destination Dallas' shirt," referring to the message on the back of the 'Hoop Hysteria' shirt.

If the shirts don't sell out to Notre Dame students, they will be sold for a low price to elementary school students, or "as jokes, such as car wash rags," said Gibbs.

The group is still selling their "Domers Do Dallas" shirts, and those wishing to purchase one may contact any of the students involved with the project.

Award
continued from page 1

Bronze Medal for Commendable Service in 1975.

As a member of an EPA committee that studied the effect of pollution on the environment, McComas' report influenced many industrial companies to switch from burning oil to coal in order to meet government standards during the 1973 oil shortage.

Others who received awards at the ceremony were President and Chief Executive Officer of Anchor Glass Corp. Vincent Naimoli, who received a Notre Dame degree in 1952, President and Chief Executive Officer of Anchor Glass Corp. Vincent Naimoli, who received a Notre Dame degree in 1952, and President of I.B.M. Corp. Patrick Toole, a member of Notre Dame's Engineering Advisory Council.

The Observer
Band-Aid ineffective in curing world hunger

One way for us to look beyond the famine and have hope for Africa's people is to better understand Africa's ancient and vibrant culture. Intelligent investigation cannot harm our everyday life. Through learning more about the culture of Africa, we as Americans may realize how they affect our culture, music and art. This curiosity for and understanding of music and art will undeniably and unfairly represent Africa and its people.

Catherine Ann Reynolds

impact

Perceiving a political or social issue only through the media and ads that portray a people as helpless leaves viewers feeling numb or sometimes feeling useless to crucial world issues. It is difficult to internalize such harsh images of famine and poverty into our consciousnesses. Unfortunately the image in CARE ads of bloated skin and knobbed bones leaves one feeling our conscience. This image lessens the pride and dignity of people that link their physical world to nature and natural elements became influential. Later these simple, pure forms of these simpler symbols and of the natural environment are highlighted by vibrant colors. Both reveal the liveliness of African culture.

These more positive aspects of history, music and art in African culture provide a closer look at African people and a better understanding of our ethnically diverse American culture. From our history, we find a people cultivated in a different sense than we, but people who have influenced us just the same. Evidently the music and art portray a people that link their physical world to nature and to the soul. This link has cultivated and sustained a culture since its origins 5,000 years ago. Moreover, it is their art and music that will survive the present crisis. Thus as we lose the beauty that is found in the pure and natural environment. Later these simple, pure and natural elements became influential toward the American minimalist art movement.

A lighter aspect of African clothing fashions, African ethnographic images have been influential recent history. These images of these simpler symbols and of the natural environment are highlighted by vibrant colors. Both reveal the liveliness of African culture.

In South Bend, as well as in many other cities, educational programs have been installed in the elementary and middle schools. These programs help inform the children about sexual crimes such as incest. It is the people who teach the children what to do if they are in this situation and how they can help themselves. Incest victims feel guilty, afraid. Even years after the assaults have ceased, they cannot raise their self-esteem to a healthy level. Their lack of understanding of what they are left alone to deal with feelings. Most of the time they deeply love the offender and are afraid they will lose that love. The effects from such assaults last a lifetime. Women may feel they are meant for nothing more than a sex object for others to use. As children, their right to self-worth is easily agreed that incest is wrong, a sickness. They may lock away their attitudes about incest, they may lock away their thoughts about incest. They may lock away their feelings of their own incest.

As people of greater fortune, we can help. Women of greater fortune can help. Women may feel they are meant for nothing more than a sex object for others to use. As children, their right to self-worth is easily agreed that incest is wrong, a sickness. They may lock away their attitudes about incest, they may lock away their thoughts about incest. They may lock away their feelings of their own incest.

We need to change those attitudes. It is easily agreed that incest is wrong, a sickness. This fact alone does not help the victims. Such a subject kept in the dark will only fester and grow. As long as we refuse to accept the reality of incest, victims will continue to suffer. The time is now to inform ourselves, speak out and begin to fight. "If" does not just happen, we have to take the first step. Incest will exist in friends, neighbors and loved ones. It touches us all.

Michelle Tripney
Pasquerilla West
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Verpoint

Band-aids ineffective in curing world hunger

One on a larger scale, the modern art movement using Picasso's direct use of African symbols and artifacts enlivened the West's art scene to pure form as beauty. Through his cubist, Picasso portrayed the world's beauty is found in the pure and natural environment. Later these simple, pure and natural elements became influential toward the American minimalist art movement.

This is not awareness week, but as students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, we need to be more aware of the larger global community. To be aware of the escalating toll of African deaths is partly because of unsuccessful and temporary aid caused by our ignorance. We need to be more aware of the larger global community.
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Quote of the day

"Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs."  

Henry Ford (1863-1947)
What to pack

Caroline Gillespie features copy editor

Barcelona, Spain - a city of sunshine and beaches. At least that's what they thought.

Karen and Sara stepped of the train at 10 p.m. They looked up a hotel in "Let's Go" and started to walk through the streets of Barcelona. They turned down a dark alley looking for the Diana Pension. Karen's bulging purse hung by two spaghetti straps at her side.

"There it is," said Sara, "let's go."

One tug and it was gone. Karen screamed, but few people even bothered to glance. It was a common occurrence in Barcelona.

The next three days of their vacation were spent in the American Consulate, the American Express office and the Barcelona police station. Karen could have saved a lot of time and money if she had used a passport case. And Sara could have helped by not being so money-conscious and taking the nearest shelter from the dangerous Barcelona night.

A passport case is little, inconspicuous, and can be worn under the clothing. Besides a passport, the case can hold money, rail passes, credit cards, travelers checks and any other valuables which every traveler needs for security.

A certain amount of pre-trip preparation is necessary and advisable for every traveler. And, one of the most vital aspects of travel is money management. However, if don't have any money because it is stolen, you will have difficulty surviving let alone managing your money.

A passport case is a necessity for security reasons. But before you have a passport case, you have to have something put in it.

Many people favor travelers checks over money because they are convenient and safe. American Express, Thomas Cook and Visa travelers checks are a few brands. I used American Express checks and had no trouble using or cashing them anywhere in Europe.

Another good investment is a credit card. Visa is taken just about everywhere in Europe. American Express is convenient because there are so many American Express offices throughout Europe. If you have a checking account in America and you have an American Express card, you can go to any American Express office and cash a check. Personally, I found that the best way to handle money. Many people tried to bring all their money with them, but that becomes difficult to handle. Plus, if you keep your account at home, your parents have easy access for those extra-long train rides, toilet paper, maps, and last but not least, your passport case.

As for what to put in your pack, again that's pretty much your own decision but here are a few suggestions. Clothing is obviously a necessity unless you plan on spending all of your vacation on the nude beaches in Greece. Try to find out the weather conditions before you travel somewhere. You'll be much happier if you pack the proper clothing. Other things which you might like to have a camera, a journal, a walkman, cassettes, batteries, a voltage converter, sleeping bag (preferably a water-proof mummy sack), toiletries, books, a language dictionary, stationery, food for those extra-long train rides, toilet paper, maps, and last but not least, your passport case.

One more important addition to your belongings is a travel guide. Some better brands are "Let's Go," published yearly by Harvard students who travel around Europe. And, "Fodor's Guide to Europe" and any of the Michelin guides. All contain entertainment guides to cities and can help with hotel information, restaurants, travel tips and sights to see.

You'll most likely make every mistake possible on your first trip. But hang in there, everything will somehow work out no matter how many times you lose your passport. Just remember that traveling is one part luck and 99 parts common sense - don't leave home without it.

Lisa Young features copy editor

Bombings, hijackings, kidnappings, murders. These have become familiar scenes of world news. Reports as terrorist acts become daily events. With the increase in terrorism comes a new fear: fear of leaving American soil. International travel, both an American necessity and luxury, is being threatened.

How safe is it to travel in Europe? According to Assistant Provost and Director of Foreign Studies, Charles, "It is safe to travel in Europe, but you must be cautious."

Charles, who oversees programs including London, Innsbruck, Austria and Angers, France, says, researching the best places for students, "Fodor's Guide to Europe" and any of the Michelin guides. All contain entertainment guides to cities and can help with hotel information, restaurants, travel tips and sights to see.
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For overseas trips involving extensive travel through more than one or two countries, the Eurail or Interpass passes are invaluable. A rail pass enables students to hop almost any train at any time to any city in any of the participating countries. It is especially helpful for the inexperienced traveler who might miss a few trains or decide change plans to stay in one city a few days longer or the free-spirited type who might change direction altogether.

The Eurail pass is available only in America from most travel agencies. I costs $290 for a one-month pass and $370 for a two-month pass, plus $95 for a special five-month pass. Sounds like a better deal than the Eurail, huh? This is only the problem is that you are supposed to be a student in Europe for at least six months before you can buy one.

Now, most of us have always been able to use our passports for almost any train in the country in which it is bought. The traveler pays half-rate in that country only. The cost varies from country to country according to the exchange rate, but an average might vary from $175 to $185 for one month. Sounds like a better deal than the Eurail, huh? This is on big problem is that you are supposed to be a student in Europe for at least six months before you can buy one.
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SPORTS BRIEFS

Any Bengal Bouters who have not yet returned their ticket money must do so on Wednesday from 6:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the student managers' office in LaFortune. For more information call Ed Kelly at 234-7038. - The Observer

Trivia night returns for this semester's final edition of "Speaking of Sports," signing tomorrow night at 10 on WVFY AM-64. Chuck Freedy returns for his final night of stumpers, joined by hosts: Rudy Brandt and Frank Mastor. The trivia answer hotline is 239-6400. - The Observer

The Irish Guard will hold an organizational meeting on Thursday at 5 p.m. at the band tower on Green Field. You must be at least six feet,20 inches to be eligible for more information call John Kennedy at 283-3407. - The Observer

Observer Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Thursday until 4 p.m. at the Observer office on the third floor of LaFortune. Briefs should be written on the forms provided at the office, and the name and phone number of the person submitting them must be included. - The Observer

John Anderson of the Hartford Whalers skates behind Montreal goaltender Patrick Roy in a playoff game from last week. Hartford took a 1-0 victory from the Canadians to tie the best-of-seven series at three games each. In other NHL action last night, the N.Y. Rangers took their series from Washington Capitals by a 2-1 mark with 2-1 wide.

THE OBSERVER NOTICE: Officew. Tea and the third floor of LaFortune's student center, a coffee-funded all-night reading room is open until 7 a.m. Weds., through Fri. The Observer statue man, office located on the third floor of Haugtug. Free coffee is provided 6-7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesdays, through Thursdays. All ads for next state elections are 10 cm. All ads must be prepaid in effect at a person or staff large enough to cut the ad to 10 cm. If you use this service return your extra graduation ticket(s) leave the Observer office on the third floor of LaFortune. Briefs should be written on the forms provided at the office, and the name and phone number of the person submitting them must be included. - The Observer

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,640-$19,512 OPEN MUST BE APPLIED FOR BY 5 PM ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS:

- Thursday at 5 p.m. at the band tower on Green Field. You must be at least six-feet, two-inches in height. For more information call 64. Chuck Freeby returns for his final night of stumpers, joined by hosts: Rudy Brandt and Frank Mastor. The trivia answer hotline is 239-6400.

Typing Available CALL CHRIS 277-0417, EVES.

WANTED: THE MUR BALL From Rock Tennis Court Tuesday at 9 p.m. last played 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. $5 reward. Any info please call Brent 277-0417.

WANTED: SILVER RING (ADJUSTABLE), HONORABLE MENTION EXERCISES. WILL PAY ($$). Contact Brent, 277-0417, EVES.

WANTED: BLUE COPPER HERBAL BLAZE R at Lewis ST, if I find the same ring someone will call me at 844-6546, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MISSING: THE MUR BALL From Rock Tennis Court Tuesday at 9 p.m. last played 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. $5 reward. Any info please call Brent 277-0417.

2 bedroom apartment, syrupy only. Fully furnished, 10 mos from NO, $300.00 no non-smokers.

LOST: SILVER RING (ADJUSTABLE), HONORABLE MENTION EXERCISES. WILL PAY ($$). Contact Brent, 277-0417, EVES.
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LOST: K EY CHAIN with yellow and blue Decal. It was on a key ring. Any information please call Brent 277-0417, EVES.
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FANS’ OPTIMISM SOARS AS HOLTZ TAKES OVER

By MARTY STRASEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Times have changed. One short year and a coaching change ago, Gerry Faust was greeted by a handful of people in his final Blue-Gold game, a contest which resulted in a 31-0 romp by the Blue. But this is a new season. The Lou Holtz era was set into motion this past weekend, and all movement in the Notre Dame football program appears to be forward bound.

"We're looking forward to the season and I'm excited about each and every one of these players," said the new Irish football coach, who concluded spring workouts with his first Blue-Gold game on Saturday. "The good Lord put our eyes on the front of our heads instead of on the back. That's so we can see where we're going instead of where we've been.

Yes, times have certainly changed. Over 32,000 fans were on hand to open the Holtz chapter of Notre Dame football with the Spring Classic, which saw the Gold squad come out on top by a 34-17 score. And while optimism will not win football games, it is a welcome feeling after five years of frustration.

"Lou Holtz is a great individual," says Tom Laughran, a loyal fan who has followed the Irish through triumph and turmoil since 1920. "He has motivated these players and is going to turn things around. They're going to be talking about Lou Holtz when they talk about the greats like Rockne and Leahy. I think we might even have a national championship this year.

Greg Bell of the Buffalo Bills, a former tailback at Notre Dame, was in town to be a part of Holtz' first weekend in the spotlight, which got underway with the Blue-Gold pep rally on Friday night. Bell isn't making any predictions, but would love to see his alma mater back on the winning track.

"Lou Holtz knows the game of football," he says. "I wish him a heck of a lot of success because I'm an alumnus now, and I want to see them win a national championship. I think he's going to do a good job, but I'm not going to start peeling any oranges until I get to Florida."

And while optimism was obviously running rampant in the stands on Saturday, the players themselves have even more to look forward to.

Case in point, junior quarterback Steve Beuerlein. Faust observed practices last year from high atop a moveable scaffold with a headset and a megaphone. Beuerlein, meanwhile, had a disappointing season at best, completing only 50 percent of his passes.

In similar fashion, with Holtz seated in the upper level of the press box during the opening half of Saturday's game, Beuerlein was struggling. But Holtz is known for his willingness to get down on the field with his players and demonstrate the way he wants things done. Despite a resolution to watch the Blue-Gold game from above, Holtz was not going to watch his No. 1 quarterback have a bad day.

"I went down on the field in the second half because I felt that he needed some support," Holtz said. "I felt it was important for Steve to have a good showing in the Blue-Gold game and he wasn't playing up to his potential in the first half. The Steve Beuerlein you saw in the second half was the Steve Beuerlein I've seen all spring."

Beuerlein replaced his two first-half interceptions with a pair of second-half touchdowns passes to Mill Jackson and Reggie Ward. And Holtz has made an impact. "Last year wasn't a positive experience for me," said Beuerlein. "Coach Holtz' confidence in me was much more enjoyable and, while it might not have shown today, it means a lot to every coach has confidence in you."

But Holtz is keeping a low profile amidst all the optimism. Rather than trying to live up to expectations, he keeps his eye on the task at hand. "All the hype and all the expectations of the Notre Dame football team is a tribute to the people who have gone to this school," he said.

"We want to gain some respect around the country. That's our primary objective."
Spring
continued from page 12
Beuerlein found the groove early in the third period, though, when he found split end Milt Jackson on a well-timed 44-yard scoring strike to cut the lead to 17-9. Later in the game, Beuerlein drove his team 83 yards for a touchdown, eventually coming up the second tumble. He was lying semi-conscious from the ringting hit administered by Blue walk-on cornerback Mark Gleason that jarred the ball loose.

Fortunately for the Gold, this hit came after the first play of the second half when Brown was needed for a little razzle-dazzle. The 6-4, 205-pounder responded to the call by taking a flea-flicker pitch from split end Alvin Miller, who had caught a five-yard pass from quarterback Terry Andrysiak, 64 yards down the right sideline for six points. The pass was the high point of the day for Andrysiak (2-of-6, 11 yards), who directed only five drives while splitting time with Beuerlein for the Gold.

Brown, meanwhile, was far and away the most exciting player in the game. His 52-yard return of junior wide receiver Tom Monahan's 20 yards to lead all Gold rushers, and was more than 60 net yards. Green's 42 yards on 10 carries easily topped fullback John Mundo's 20 yards to lead all Blue rushers, and was more than 60 net yards. Green's 42 yards on 10 carries easily topped fullback John Mundo. He was lying semi-conscious from the ringing hit administered by Blue walk-on cornerback Mark Gleason that jarred the ball loose.

Are you feeling unsure, confused, conflicted, or desiring more information about your own sexual identity? then
EXPLORING SEXUAL IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT
MAY BE THE WORKSHOP FOR YOU.
Please join us TONIGHT in rm. 300 of the Student Health Center at 6:30-8:00. All are welcome.
Counseling and Psychological Services
(Soon to be University Counseling Center)
For more info., call Alicia or Nancy
(239-7336)
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Sports

Lee's BBQs Leone's for Bookstore title, 21-15

By MIKE CARDINALE
Sports Writer

In a Bookstore tournament notable for the presence of five former varsity basketball players, one managed to make all the way, as the Jim Dolan-led Lee's BBQ Roundhouse dominated the boards and utilized a potent fast break to top eventual Staller's Duane Brown's 21-15 margin in yesterday's Bookstore Basketball XV championship game. The Stallions, whose great shooting and teamwork helped them to upset top-seeded Fun Bunch in Finals in Saturday's semifinals, could only manage to convert 13-of-32 attempts from the field yesterday. In addition, Lee's fast break was the key to victory, as they pulled a major upset in top-seeded Fun Bunch Finale, 21-19, in the most exciting game of the tournament. In that game, Bill Sullivan shot 13-of-32 attempts from the field and converting his only free throw opportunity. Mike Beuerlein (7) that keyed the victory. The Stallions' drive to the championship game was no exception. The Quint Bunch with crisp passing and good defense claimed the women's crown yesterday, 22-20.

The Observer/Jim Carroll

Lee's BBQs Leone's for Bookstore title, 21-15

By KATHLEEN MCKERNAN
Sports Writer

The Revenge of the Quixotic Quint will have to resume its elusive quest for a bookstore title next year, as Double Decker Oreo Cookie claimed the women's crown yesterday, 22-20. Oreo Cookie's Ann Currie scored a goal off the rebound to open the game, as the quint team always did. Oreo Cookie's captain Lisa Brown had a definite advantage in that we were going to have trouble with our volleyball players in interhall, while they were unfamiliar with our volleyball players. Oreo Cookie's defense was extremely good, with six points to lead Oreo Cookie to a 2-3 margin. But this group has altered the Cookie's defense to offset the Quint's strong baseline play. The Cookie finished with a 5-of-13 record. One of those five, Rochelle Holder's shot after being fouled and making a three-point basket, won the game for the Cookie. Cookie's captain Lisa Brown recognized the importance of fouls and free throws in the game, and altered Double Decker's game plan accordingly. "I think the key thing in the game was free throws," said Brown. "If we could have hit those, it would have been a different game." The numbers back Richter up, as the Cookie finished with a 5-of-13 record. "We want to give (Bill) Sullivan the ball, and Steve Beuerlein to only one field goal in six attempts, following an open frontcourt, won the game for the Cookie.

The Observer/Jim Carroll

Oreo's defeat quits, 22-20, for women's title

Gold downs Blue, 24-17, in annual spring game

By MARY BURNS
Assistant Sports Editor

The 32,000 fans that showed up at won-ranked Notre Dame Stadium Saturday afternoon to witness a "reawakening." "There is no way to evaluate a football team based on this game alone. You don't get a real good look because everybody had to play seven to eight games, and with only 10 offensive linemen, you get mismatches. But this game was worked out too hard not to be a competitive team next fall." The fact that both teams on Saturday were competitive was one thing that was different from last year, when the Blue maintained tradition by overwhelming the Gold. This time, the Blue capitalized on three Blue turnovers and the considerable talent of flanker-keeper return man Tim Brown to set up an early 17-3 lead that it never relinquished.

This early lead proved to be the difference in the end as Blue quarterback Steve Beuerlein (15 completions in 29 attempts, 217 yards) overcame a horrendous first half to lead his team to a pair of second-half touchdowns which made it close.

In fact, Beuerlein's poor first half (4-of-12, 2 interceptions) was one of the reasons Holtz vacated his press box seat and joined the Blue sideline at halftime. Holtz wanted to calm down the junior signal-caller, and encourage him to show the same poise that had made him Holtz's choice as No. 1 quarterback after the spring workout season.

"He told me to relax," said Beuerlein of Holtz's halftime talk. "All spring I thought I had improved on not rushing the football but I was forcing things today in the first half."